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Density-functional calculation of van der Waals forces for free-electron-like surfaces
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A recently proposed general density functional for asymptotic van der Waals forces is used to calculate van
der Waals coefficients and reference-plane positions for realistic low-indexed Al surfaces. Results are given for
a number of atoms and molecules outside the surfaces, as well as for the interaction between the surfaces
themselves. The densities and static image-plane positions that are needed as input in the van der Waals
functional are calculated self-consistently within density-functional theory using the generalized-gradient ap-
proximation, pseudopotentials, and plane waves. This study shows that the van der Waals density functional is
applicable to realistic surfaces. The need for physically correct surface models, especially for open surfaces, is
also illustrated. Finally the parameters for the anisotropic interaction ofO2 with Al are calculated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At large separations the interaction between atoms, m
ecules, surfaces and other fragments of matter is domin
by the weak but long-ranged van der Waals interaction. T
attraction is responsible for a number of phenomena, inc
ing adhesion between surfaces and physisorption betwee
adparticle and a solid surface. It is also very important
less dense matter, such as liquid crystals, polymers, and
molecular surfaces. The origin of the van der Waals inter
tion is nonlocal correlation between electrons, which is
nontrivial effect to calculate. Furthermore, the van der Wa
energy is usually small compared with the total energy fo
typical system. This makes it difficult to treat accurately, a
more so the larger the system is. Since it is ever present i
electronic systems, a simple scheme to estimate the van
Waals interaction is very desirable. Density-function
theory1,2 ~DFT! has proved to be a very useful tool for ca
culating the ground-state properties of atoms, molecules,
solids. This in principle exact theory requires in practice a
proximations for the exchange-correlation energy. The loc
density approximation2,3 ~LDA ! is widely used in solid-state
physics and different generalized-gradient approximation4–7

~GGA’s! have in the last years also been used extensively
chemical applications. However, these approximations
for the long-ranged van der Waals interaction. This is no
failure of DFT itself, but an effect of the local or semiloc
nature of the LDA and GGA. To be able to apply DFT to
wider class of materials and phenomena it is essential
the van der Waals interaction be restored into the approxi
tion for the exchange-correlation energy. Recently, a num
of studies of van der Waals interactions in DFT have be
performed.8–18 On the one hand, there have been investi
tions of how different existing approximations for exchan
and correlation mimic the van der Waals interactions,17,18

indicating the arbitrariness of the method. In one study,
plicit long-range expressions have been added,15 showing the
need for inclusion of the van der Waals interaction to c
rectly predict binding energies. In summary, these stud
illustrate the need for a general van der Waals density fu
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tional. On the other hand, a number of van der Waals den
functionals have been proposed, within different approach
One suggests a simple asymptotic functional9 that is based
on the concept of an effective medium, which leads to a lo
approximation for the response. It gives surprisingly go
results for small objects, but fails for macroscop
bodies.19,10 This functional has later been rederived from
different point of view, using a direct local approximation fo
the response.13 The failure for large bodies has then be
remedied by introducing more accurate electrodynamics,
only for macroscopic objects,10,20 but later for all objects11.
The resulting unified asymptotic functional, which corr
sponds to a local approximation to the screened respo
has been tested for a large number of different system11

giving very reasonable results for atoms, molecules,
surfaces.20 Another approach uses a local approximation
the Kohn-Sham response of the noninteracting syst
which gives a saturated functional when applied to two
teracting jellium slabs.16 Finally, an approach with calcula
tions in the time domain14 is shown to give very accurat
results for He-He and He-H interactions. From all th
progress, there is hope that effective tools for the van
Waals interactions in DFT can be developed. To accomp
such a tool, it is important that the limits and applicabiliti
of the proposed functionals be tested in order to further
fine the treatment of long-ranged interactions within
density-functional framework. Of the suggested functiona
the unified asymptotic functional above has been m
broadly and extensively tested.11 The input needed in this
functional is the ground-state electronic densities of the
teracting objects and the static polarizabilities for atoms a
molecules or image-plane positions for surfaces. These q
tities can be calculated within existing density-function
schemes. Earlier tests have used input for real atoms
molecules but only a simple model input for surfaces at d
ferent levels of approximations—jellium, stabilized jellium
and Al surfaces from a quasi-one-dimensional pseudopo
tial model.21 Today’s total-energy DFT codes allow quite
realistic description of real surfaces, including possible c
rugation, reconstruction, and relaxation. The purpose of
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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study is to show that our proposed general approach
asymptotic interactions is possible to apply in practice
metal surfaces. In this paper the total-energy calculations
performed with the plane-wave pseudopotentialDACAPO

code. Fully relaxed electron densities are calculated from
as are the positions of the static image planesd(0). The
latter are obtained via self-consistent total-energy calc
tions in the presence of applied static electric fields of va
ing magnitudes. The input densities andd(0) values are
shown to be in good agreement with other ground-state
culations. For comparative purposes results are also ca
lated for unrelaxed surfaces. Asymptotic van der Waals
teractions between single atoms or molecules and surf
and between two parallel surfaces are calculated, illustra
the feasibility of the proposed van der Waals dens
functional scheme.11 When it comes to calculated number
however, there are unfortunately no results to compare w
We have to content ourselves with the fact that our pred
tions look very reasonable. The plan of the paper is as
lows. In Sec. II the expressions for the van der Waals ene
are summarized and the essential approximations for the
der Waals functional given. Calculations of the surface d
sities and the image planes are described in Sec. III. In S
IV the results are given and discussed.

II. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL FOR ASYMPTOTIC van der
WAALS INTERACTIONS

Mainly for reference purpose, this section gives a su
mary of available key results for van der Waals interactio
at surfaces. Thanks to the work of Zaremba and Kohn22 and
subsequent studies,23–25 the treatment of surfaces is partic
larly developed. The form of the asymptotic van der Wa
interaction between an atom and a surface can be der
from second-order perturbation theory with respect to
atom-surface interaction, assuming negligible overlap of
wave functions of the atom and the surface, giving22

EvdW~z!52
C3

~z2Z0!3
. ~1!

The van der Waals coefficient is given by

C35
1

4pE0

`

dua~ iu !
eB~ iu !21

eB~ iu !11
, ~2!

and the van der Waals reference plane position is24

Z05
1

4pC3
E

0

`

dua~ iu !
eB~ iu !21

eB~ iu !11

eB~ iu !

eB~ iu !11
d~ iu !. ~3!

Here translational invariance along the surface is assum
and the calculations will be performed for a surface tha
averaged over thexy plane.a( iu) is the atomic polarizabil-
ity for the imaginary frequencyiu and eB( iu) is the bulk
dielectric function. Finally,

d~ iu !5
*zdn~z,iu !dz

*dn~z,iu !dz
~4!
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is the centroid of the surface charge induced35 by a uniform
external electric field oriented perpendicular to the surfa
and varying in time likeeut. For jellium, d( iu) has been
studied by time-dependent DFT, within the LDA.25,26 For
two interacting surfaces the interaction must be taken to
finite order, because of the possibility of multiple reflection
The asymptotic form of the van der Waals energy can
written20

EvdW52
C2

~z2Z12Z2!2
, ~5!

where the van der Waals coefficient is

C25
1

32p2E0

`

duE
0

` x2dx

eB
(1)~ iu !11

eB
(1)~ iu !21

eB
(2)~ iu !11

eB
(2)~ iu !21

ex21

. ~6!

The van der Waals reference plane positions are given b

Z15
1

32p2C2
E

0

`

dud1~ iu !

3E
0

` x2dx

eB
(1)~ iu !11

eB
(1)~ iu !21

eB
(2)~ iu !11

eB
(2)~ iu !21

ex21

, ~7!

and similarly forZ2. The van der Waals coefficientsC3 and
C2 depend only on the bulk dielectric functions of the su
faces and are the same for different surface structures, w
the van der Waals reference planes depend on the deta
the surface. The asymptotic van der Waals functional use
this paper is based on the so-called adiabatic-connec
formula3,27,28for the exchange-correlation energy. Two bas
approximations are then made: the response is treated a
level of the random phase approximation~RPA!, and a local
approximation is made for the screened response, whic
the RPA is equal to the Kohn-Sham response. In
asymptotic limit this leads10 to the correct asymptotic expres
sions for the van der Waals interaction energy in terms
a( iu) andd( iu). In practice, to calculatea( iu) andd( iu) a
local approximation in terms of the electron density is ma
for the dielectric function of each fragment. This is describ
in detail in Ref. 11. The polarizabilitya( iu) must be calcu-
lated numerically for each frequency, whereas, becaus
the simple geometry, for the surface there exists a sim
explicit expression for the centroid,10

d~ iu !52
1

x~2`,iu !
E z

dx~z,iu !

dz
dz, ~8!

where

x~z,iu !5
1

4p

e~z,iu !21

eB~ iu !11

2eB~ iu !

e~z,iu !
Q„z2d~0!…. ~9!

The dielectric function is taken ase(r ,v)512vp
2(r )/v2,

wherevp is the local plasma frequency given by the electr
4-2
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL CALCULATION OF van der . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195414
density,vp
2(r )54pe2n(r )/m. As discussed in Ref. 11 th

local approximation tends to overestimate the response in
low-density tails. Hence, the responsex is cut off at z
5d(0) to prevent this spurious behavior.10 A similar condi-
tion applies to atoms, where the cutoff is determined fr
the static polarizability11 a(0). Theinput needed is thus th
electron density of the interacting objects and for atoms
molecules the static polarizabilitya(0) and for surfaces the
static centroidd(0), which coincides with the static image
plane position. For the atoms and molecules in this paper
dynamic polarizabilities necessary for evaluatingC3 andZ0
have been calculated earlier.11 In this paper the densities an
static image plane positions for the low-indexed surfaces
Al must be calculated, however. This should of course
done for as realistic surfaces as possible. In order to com
with earlier results, values for the unrelaxed surfaces are
calculated.

III. CALCULATION OF ELECTRON DENSITY AND
STATIC IMAGE PLANE

These calculations of the electron densities and the s
image planes are performed within the density-functio
theory. The plane-wave pseudopotential codeDACAPO, par-
allelized over both the samplingk points and electronic
bands,29 is used. The reader is referred to Refs. 30–33
further details of the DFT method and its plane-wave imp
mentations. Here only some specifications are given. All c
culations have been done using the generalized-gradien
proximation GGA-PW91 ~Ref. 34! for the exchange-
correlation energy. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are expande
plane-waves and truncated at the cutoff energy 16 Ry. T
cutoff energy should be sufficient for the pseudopotent
used, and test runs with 20 Ry show no change in the res
For thek-point sampling of the Brillouin zone a Monkhors
Pack scheme36 is used. To keep down the number ofk points
used, the true ionic potentials are replaced by pseudopo
tials, in this case a norm-conserving GGA pseudopoten
for Al.37 For the relaxation of the outermost atomic layers
preconditioned quasi-Newton method is used.38 In the
present work, the Al surfaces are represented as slabs wi
Al layers and 12 vacuum layers for the Al~100! and the
Al ~110! surfaces and 12 Al layers and 9 vacuum layers
the Al~111! surface. The rather large vacuum gap~the small-
est corresponds to 17 Å! is to ensure that the potential ste
used when creating an applied electric field is placed wh
there will be no induced electron density. The calculatio
are performed using 50 irreduciblek points in the Brillouin
zone for the~111! surface, 36 for the~100! surface, and 35
for the ~110! surface. In the relaxation calculations the fo
central layers of the slab are kept fixed at the bulk positio
The three top layers on each side are allowed to fully re
whereas the fourth layer is allowed to relax only in thez
direction, that is, perpendicular to the surface. FromDACAPO

the electron density is obtained on a real-space grid. In
asymptotic van der Waals functional only the lateral aver
n(z) is used. To find the static image plane, needed as in
in the van der Waals density functional the centroidz0 of the
chargedn(z) induced by an electric fieldE applied perpen-
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dicular to the metal surface is calculated. This centroid

z05
*2`

` zdn~z!dz

*2`
` dn~z!dz

~10!

depends on the magnitude of the applied field and determ
the location of the image plane whenE→0. Thus the value
for z0 when the electric field tends to zero must be calc
lated. To do this, the applied electric fields should be sm
enough so that the functionz0(E) can be reasonably wel
fitted by a linear relationz05a1bE. The zero-field image-
plane position is then taken asa. As an extra check, both
positive and negative electric fields are applied~the sign con-
vention is that positiveE corresponds to charging the surfa
positively!, andz0 is interpolated to zero field. These calc
lations are done with the atoms fixed in their unrelaxed a
relaxed positions. Slabs thinner than 12 atomic layers w
first used, but had to be extended to 12 layers to get con
gence in the calculations. Finally, the van der Waals coe
cients and the reference-plane positions are calculated f
Eqs. ~2!, ~3!, and ~6!–~9!. The densityn(z) oscillates peri-
odically due to the ion potential. When calculatingC3 and
C2 from Eqs.~2! and ~6!, the average, corresponding tor s
52.07 a.u., is taken as the bulk electron density. The in
gration overzdx(z,iu)/dz in Eq. ~8! is from far inside the
bulk (z→2`), where the integrand is nonvanishing becau
of the density oscillations. Hence the functiong(zc ,iu)
5*zc

` dz zdx(z,iu)/dz oscillates as a function ofzc around a

mean value that is attained already forzc just a few atomic
units from the surface. This mean value is taken as the va
of the full integral. Sinced( iu) depends crucially on the
surface region, the essence of it should be captured by a
aging out the oscillations in the bulk region.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The main point of this paper is to show that our ‘‘unified
van der Waals density functional11 is feasible for applications
to real metal surfaces. Such a study has basically two p
One is to calculate the input parameters, the electron den
and the static image-plane position, and to check that
obtained results are reasonable. The other is to use this i
to evaluate the van der Waals density functional in
asymptotic limits. The ‘‘input’’ calculations should be don
with full realism. The corresponding total energy should
minimized, which for metal surfaces typically means th
they should be relaxed. The effects of relaxation typically
described in terms of a lattice-plane characterization in re
tion to what the ideal, i.e., unrelaxed, bulk lattice would lo
like. In Table I the calculated surface-induced changes of
top interplanar distances are compared with ot
calculations39,40 and experimental low-energy electron di
fraction data.42–44 The small outward relaxations of th
Al ~111! and the Al~100! surfaces found in other studies a
reproduced, as are the oscillatory behavior of the Al~110!
multilayer relaxations. The minor discrepancies in the valu
might be due to the present use of a thicker slab, differ
number of atoms in each slab layer, and the use of differ
pseudopotentials. The smallness of the GGA correction
4-3
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HULT, HYLDGAARD, ROSSMEISL, AND LUNDQVIST PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 195414
Dd12 in the ~111! surface is likely to be due to its very hig
electron density. The calculated average electron density
tributionsn(z) for the relaxed Al~111!, ~100!, and~110! sur-
faces are shown in Fig. 1. The oscillatory behavior is app
ent. This behavior causes the convergence probl
discussed in Sec. III. To be able to compare with other c
culations, the values for the static image-plane positions
calculated for both relaxed and unrelaxed surfaces~Table II!.
However, the calculations for the relaxed surfaces show
the image-plane position ‘‘follows’ the outermost atom
layer. The values for the image-plane positions, with resp
to the outermost layer, are thus the same for the rela
surfaces, the difference being that the outermost atomic
ers have moved somewhat. Figure 2 gives an example o
extrapolation to the zero-field value of the centroid of t
induced surface charge for the unrelaxed~110! surface.
There have been rather few self-consistent three-dimensi
calculations of the screening charge density. Lam a
Needs45 have calculated the image-plane positions for
~111! and ~110! faces, using a pseudopotential techniq
within the LDA. In that calculation the surfaces are rep
sented by six layers of Al and six layers of vacuu
Inglesfield46 has used an embedded linear augmented pla
wave~LAPW! method with two layers in the surface regio
Compared with theseab initio calculations the image-plan
results of the present work are somewhat higher, but
trends over the faces are the same. One-dimensional met
based on jellium do not show the same trends. A calcula
using stabilized jellium with face corrugation47 gives a value
for the image-plane position for the~110! face that is as large
as that for the~100! face. For a modified jellium model
which includes laterally averaged pseudopotentials,48 the

TABLE I. Calculated results for the interlayer relaxationsDd12,
Dd23, andDd34, for Al surfaces, in percent. Results from expe
ment ~marked Expt.! and from other calculations within the LDA
and GGA are given for comparison. Bulk interlayer spacingsdB are
given in column 2.

dB ~a.u.! Dd12 ~%! Dd23 ~%! Dd34 ~%!

~111!
This work 4.41 10.9 20.3 10.1
Ref. 39~GGA! 11.1 20.1 10.05
Ref. 40~LDA ! 10.8 10.5
Ref. 41~Expt.! 10.960.5
Ref. 42~Expt.! 11.760.3 10.560.7

~100!
This work 3.82 11.5 10.6 10.5
Ref. 39~GGA! 11.7 10.6 20.4
Ref. 40~LDA ! 10.9
Ref. 43~Expt.! 11.8
~110!
This work 2.70 28.2 14.4 22.4
Ref. 39~GGA! 29.2 15.1 22.8
Ref. 40~LDA ! 28.5 14.8 22.0
Ref. 44~Expt.! 28.660.8 15.061.1 21.661.2
19541
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~110! image-plane value is even larger. It should be no
that the one-dimensional calculations do not allow late
redistribution of the electrons, which may be especially i
portant for the open~110! surface. According to Eq.~1! the
van der Waals interaction potential for an atom or a molec
outside a surface has the form2C3 /(z2Z0)3. Results for
the van der Waals coefficientC3 and the van der Waals
reference-plane positionZ0 for a number of atoms and mol
ecules outside the Al surfaces are displayed in Table III. T
origin is taken as the jellium edge for the unrelaxed surfac
that is,z50 is here taken at half an interplanar spacing o
side the outermost atomic layer for the unrelaxed surfac
The values forC3 depend of course on the adparticle and t

FIG. 1. The calculated average electron density distributi
n(z) for the relaxed Al~111! ~top!, ~100! ~middle!, and ~110! ~bot-
tom! surfaces~origin at the outermost layers!.
4-4
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DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL CALCULATION OF van der . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195414
Al bulk properties, whereas theZ0 results depend also on th
face of the surface. An earlier calculation for atoms and m
ecules outside stabilized-jellium surfaces49 shows a strong
face dependence ofZ0. With the jellium edge as the origin
that calculation gives the largest values ofZ0 for the open
~110! face and the smallest for the close-packed~111! face.
The same trend is observed in the present work, however
as pronounced. Especially for the~110! surface the values fo
Z0 are overestimated within the stabilized-jellium model.
is seen from the static image-plane positions, stabilized
lium gives too large a value for the open~110! surface. Since
d(0) is used as input into the functional, this of course
fects the results. A jellium model with the four outermo

TABLE II. Calculated image-plane positionsdim ~a.u.! for the
unrelaxed surfaces, taken from the outermost atomic layer. The
sults are compared with those from other calculations using dif
ent treatments of the surfaces.

Face dim ab initio Modified jellium a Stabilized jelliumb

~111! 3.27 3.16c 3.31 3.37
~100! 3.15 3.01d 3.21 3.48
~110! 3.00 2.87c 3.50 3.46

aReference 48.
bReference 47.
cReference 45.
dReference 46.
19541
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layers represented by laterally averaged pseudopotenti21

also overestimates the interaction for H2 with Al surfaces,
Table IV. Here, too, the reason is the overestimation of
image-plane position for the~110! surface. In this jellium
model, relaxation is taken into account for the~110! surface
by placing the two outermost planes in accordance with
perimental positions. Relaxation effects do not play a ma
role, however, as can be seen from Table III. In Table
results for the van der Waals reference-plane positions

FIG. 2. The position of the center of massz0 of the induced
density plotted against the applied field for the Al~110! surface. The
straight line is a linear fit to the calculated values.

e-
r-
ge for
relaxed

d

TABLE III. Calculated van der Waals coefficientsC3 (Ry a0
3) and van der Waals reference planesZ0

~a.u.! for atoms and molecules outside the low-indexed Al surfaces. The origin is taken as the jellium ed
the unrelaxed surfaces, half an interplanar spacing outside the outermost atomic layer of the un
surfaces.

C3 Z0

Al ~111! Al ~100! Al ~110!
Unrelaxed Relaxed Unrelaxed Relaxed Unrelaxed Relaxe

He 0.097 0.54 0.53 0.68 0.65 0.88 0.91
Ne 0.21 0.49 0.48 0.63 0.60 0.81 0.84
Ar 0.74 0.56 0.55 0.70 0.67 0.91 0.94
Kr 1.07 0.57 0.57 0.71 0.69 0.93 0.96

H 0.21 0.68 0.67 0.83 0.79 1.08 1.13
Li 2.57 0.90 0.89 1.06 1.00 1.41 1.48
Na 2.83 0.86 0.85 1.02 0.96 1.35 1.42
K 4.62 0.86 0.85 1.02 0.96 1.35 1.42

Be 1.29 0.76 0.75 0.92 0.89 1.21 1.26
Mg 2.13 0.78 0.77 0.93 0.88 1.23 1.29
Ca 3.86 0.81 0.80 0.96 0.91 1.27 1.33

H2 0.30 0.62 0.62 0.77 0.74 1.01 1.05
O2 0.73 0.56 0.55 0.69 0.66 0.89 0.93
N2 0.77 0.57 0.56 0.71 0.68 0.92 0.96
CO 0.84 0.57 0.56 0.72 0.69 0.93 0.97
C60 35.2 0.59 0.58 0.73 0.70 0.95 0.99
4-5
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HULT, HYLDGAARD, ROSSMEISL, AND LUNDQVIST PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 195414
interacting surfaces are shown, compared with results f
the above-mentioned jellium-based models. Trends with
spect to surface dense packing are the same, but the si
models give exaggerations. The differences can be expla
by the same reasoning as forZ0. Of interest for the dynamics
of thermal molecules at metal surfaces is the anisotropic
teraction. As a final application of the van der Waals dens
functional in this paper, the anisotropic interactions betwe
the O2 molecule and the Al surfaces are given. The van
Waals energy for a homonuclear molecule outside a sur
can be expressed as50

EvdW~u!52
1

~d2Z0!3
@C3

(0)1C3
(2)P2~cosu!#, ~11!

whereu is the angle between the molecule axis and the s
face normal. The coefficientC3 and the van der Waals plan
positions are given in Table III.C3

(2) is expressed in terms o
the anisotropic polarizability, which can be calculated w
the van der Waals density functional.11 For O2 outside Al
surfaces, this yieldsC3

(2)50.072 Rya0
3. The rotational an-

isotropy is thus about 10%, which should affect the dynam
of thermal molecules at metal surfaces.52–56The sticking is at
low kinetic energies dominated by the steering effect a
sensitive to the rotational quantum numberJ. Such behavior
has been observed51 and calculated for H2 on Cu~110! by
means of quasiclassical trajectories52 and predicted by
quantum-dynamical calculations53,55 and observed54 for H 2
on Pd~lll !, where typical parameters for the stickin
coefficient measurement are incident translational energ
the range 31–94 meV, rotational states fromJ50 –5, and a
surface temperature of 423 K. The sticking coefficient i
tially decreases with increasingJ, because more quickly ro
tating molecules are less easily steered to dissocia
channels.52,53 It has recently been shown for the growth
Cu/Cu~001! that steering may have an important influence
the morphology of growing films.56 Steering originates from
long-range attractive forces between incoming atoms
substrate atoms and leads to preferential arrival of atom
top of islands. This general phenomenon should routinely
considered in growth studies.56

TABLE IV. The van der Waals planesZ0 ~a.u.! for H2 outside
the low-indexed Al surfaces~the origin is taken as in Table III!. For
comparison resultsZ0

JP for jellium with pseudopotentials represen
ing the ions in the three outermost layers, from Ref. 21, are giv

Face Z0 Z1
JP

Unrelaxed Relaxed

~111! 0.62 0.62 0.61
~100! 0.77 0.74 0.83
~110! 1.01 1.05 1.27
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Our van der Waals density functional has previously be
tested for simple surface models, where it has proved
work well. Here it is applied to realistic low-indexed Al su
faces, which are self-consistently calculated in three dim
sions within DFT. Results in the present work agree with
most realistic from the earlier calculations, as, for examp
the result for H2 outside Al~111!. For the less close-packe
surfaces, the results illustrate the need for a physically c
rect treatment. To show trends, simple jellium-based mod
are useful, but for calculations where a higher accuracy
needed, more realistic surfaces should be used. Similar
culations as in the present work can easily be done for o
free-electron-like surfaces. Most of the work is related
calculating the input density and image-plane position. Wh
these quantities exist, the asymptotic van der Waals inte
tion is easily evaluated. The asymptotic forms~1! and~5! of
the van der Waals interaction are singular at small sep
tions and should obviously be corrected for with so-cal
saturation effects. Such saturation effects seem for many
tems to be sizable only at surprisingly small distances.57,58

The asymptotic forms might then in some cases be ap
cable even at separations close to physisorption and adhe
minima, as has been frequently assumed. With shrink
separations the kinetic energy repulsion might dominate
total energy before the saturation condition of the van
Waals attraction has grown to a size of importance. Estima
of the repulsion59 indicate that there might be a few suc
cases.
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TABLE V. The van der Waals planesZ1 ~a.u.! for the interaction
between the low-indexed Al surfaces~the origin is taken as in Table
III !. For comparison resultsZ1

JP for jellium with pseudopotentials
representing the ions in the three outermost layers, from Ref. 20
given, as are results for stabilized-jellium surfaces,Z1

SJ ~input den-
sities and image planes the same as in Ref. 49!.

Face Z1 Z1
JP Z1

SJ

Unrelaxed Relaxed

~111! 0.72 0.71 0.67 0.80
~100! 0.89 0.85 0.84 1.06
~110! 1.16 1.21 1.29 1.40

n.
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